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Guido Martinelli(05-january-1966)
 
instead of learn to kill to solve conflict i did a 8 month longer civil service to help
many grannys...
A life school to fight against too simple educations of nuns...to fight against easy
to save the right...
I used my fight against depression as a school of life...
I still try to save the world from greed, hunger, waste and global warming. Just
for now...
P.s. workd does not need to be saved. Is not risking very much.. We are...
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08-March-2012 336 Days Of Respect
 
the real man don't say 'I respect my woman'
but into the deep of his heart he ask...
'I'm really loving the woman that i got the privilege to love? '
the respect for the woman never must be show or be weighted
because the medal of this must does not be appended to breast
ma always we have doubt of to deserve it
also if the beloved with her actions
append to soul the medal of gratitude
not her Love, nor her medal
may be considered conquered forever..
 
Guido Martinelli
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Drowning In The Sea Of Love
 
Feling the life that You know is ending
and there's nothing You can do
the water of love take Your breath away
 
You got a great fear of the mistery
but the sweetness overhangs the fear
shipwrecking never was been so sweet
 
Guido Martinelli
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Greed And Love
 
there's two deeply different way of to feel sick
 
when your heart is hitted by greed
this grow fast like a bad seed
 
when your heart is flashed by Love
You bring other's around on a glove
 
when one heart is bited by greed
is who whas around then turn to dead
 
when one heart is touched by Love
around we feel a healing fly of a dove
 
only Love let You sleep tight
the sleep of the right
 
Guido Martinelli
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Hard Life
 
Every day i fight to wake up
Life always get steep
Don't want stop dreaming
To love is always harder
Is becamed defeaning
The uproar of the walking hypocrites
Joy is always a greater effort
Where to find the force?
The world is more globally every day
How to defat the indifference?
 
Guido Martinelli
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If You'Re A Friend
 
Do not get drunk together... that is an accomplice...
when your friend is wrong, decided to condemn the error, and strongly help
him...
when you correct him, state to have done even worse mistakes,
because help a friend  comes before pride..
if he admits an error show admiration for his honesty...
so he will be less afraid next time
be ready to help him, but always being careful not to make him
dependent on your help...
you always have the doubt of not having enough attentions
suffer for his pain and rejoice in his joy
you feel confident enough to let you down deep in his heart
learn from him how to be a better friend, involving him in this
wonderful way to grow together
 
if you are a friend you do not think it is nice to have this kind of a friends
but just think of how good it feels to be one...
 
Guido Martinelli
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Kissing The Dew
 
this morning i wake up with only one idea
run out in this foggy day and found an empty grass
i feel dry in my mouth, but dryer in my heart
and start to kiss the dew
to kiss and to drink
trying to keep in mouth forever the taste
of a blooming flower
to get rid forever of the need of to drink
 
Guido Martinelli
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Love Is
 
to wake up thinking at You
to fall asleep only to dream about You
to feel the heart beat only for You
to love You as You never hurt me
to live everyday as the last with You
to work not for the need of money,
but for the desire of to make You happy
to dance with You surrounded by the crowd
but like no one is whatching us
to remember that the world can be cruel,
but that i can always count on You
and that happyness is let You know
that i'm always here when need
To kiss You and stop the time
 
Guido Martinelli
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Prelude To The First Kiss
 
The sparkle is already light
Many times You have dreamed it
You are sure that also her dream for it
You know that is only a question of time
A shower every day
A veil of parfume every morning
Teeth brushed with great care
Peppermint chewingum ready
Suddenly two wonderful eyes smile at You
You can't say now where you are
Is real that is like to enter live in paradise?
S M A C K!
 
Guido Martinelli
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Slowly Flow The River
 
the seconds look like drops
drops sometimes are tears
powerful and majestic
slow and unstoppable
unable to go back
and unable to stop
dragging all endward
in endless motion
the great show goes on
and You may do something.
one dropp changed today will change
billions of drops tomorrow
 
Guido Martinelli
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Stars Gazing
 
the deafening uproar of the silence surround me
others growing sounds in my mind
the walk of the hypocrites in march
the fights for dirty money
 
the lies between brothers
a black shadow of a cloud in the sky
remember me all the troubles of the world
hanger, wars, global warming
but the hope is not lost
 
the lights in the sky remember me something
many special men still doing many special things
 
Guido Martinelli
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The Pleasure Of The First Kiss
 
is not the darkness of the night
is not the soft bright of the moon
is not the smell of the summer
 
what give a special flavour to a kiss?
 
is not the first kiss of all
is not the last and not the best
 
what give a special flavour to a kiss?
 
the time i have expected
the time i have dreamed about it
the time passed with my beloved
the love who tie me to her
the future that i dream after the kiss
and the knowledge that the memory of the other kisses
will be lost in the fog of time
 
what give a special flavour to a kiss?
 
Guido Martinelli
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The World I Would Like
 
Into the world i would like does not exist many things that we face today
there is no nationality... we are all citizen of earth
there is no ethnic group... we are all of human race
there is no greed, money maybe. It's not the problem
there is no hunger, because as Gandhi said there are resources for all
may look like not enough only becasue of the greed of someone
there is no war... because one only very small army represents all the world
no more deaths from preventable diseases, because the treatment is
immediately available to everyone without having to wait for the
expiry of the patent to lower costs
no more parties, but every day everyone vote and discuss general
guidelines and policies on..
there are no longer selfishness, the good is only that of all.
We consider the universal good and was happy to serve, not to be served
 
Guido Martinelli
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